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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present the preliminary results of an ongoing
study exploring how mixed-agency teams influence feelings of so-
cial presence. Participants worked with a team composed of either
two virtual humans or a team composed of one virtual human and
one real human. We found that while the presence of a human team-
mate did not affect overall feelings of social presence, the presence
of a human teammate did appear to strengthen participants’ percep-
tions that their virtual teammates were not real.

Index Terms: H.1.2 [Information Systems]: Models and
Principles—User/Machine Systems; H.5.1 [Information Systems]:
Information Interfaces and Presentation—Multimedia Information
Systems

1 INTRODUCTION

Social presence is an important concept which governs how peo-
ple interact with virtual humans. Social presence can be defined
as “a sense of being with another” [2]. Research has shown that
higher feelings of social presence are associated with more realistic
social behavior [1, 4] and enhanced feelings of team work [7]. So-
cial presence can be influenced by numerous factors, including an
agent’s visual appearance [5], the characteristics of an agent’s voice
[3], and an agent’s ability to communicate in a realistic manner [6].

The majority of research studying feelings of social presence
with virtual humans has focused on interactions between one hu-
man and one or more virtual humans. We will refer to this type of
interaction as a virtual-agency interaction, given that all of the in-
teractants are virtual (except for the participant). We will refer to
interactions involving two or more real humans and one or more vir-
tual humans as mixed-agency interactions, given that each human
participant is interacting with both real and virtual humans.

Given that social presence is influenced by visual and behavioral
realism, and that actual humans an inherently more realistic than
virtual humans, it seems plausible that a virtual human’s ability to
evoke feelings of social presence may be influenced by whether
they are part of a mixed-agency interaction or are part of a virtual-
agency interaction. This is an important question to explore, as
existing research related to social presence and virtual humans may
not be applicable to mixed-agency interactions if people perceive
virtual humans differently in mixed-agency teams.

2 MIXED-AGENCY TEAM

We conducted a study to explore if people perceived virtual hu-
mans differently in mixed-agency interactions, compared to virtual-
agency interactions. As of this writing, 51 operating room nurses
participated in the study; 43 of the participants have been female.
Participants worked as part of a team preparing a simulated patient
for surgery. The simulation was split into two stages: the briefing
and the timeout. The team went through a checklist in each stage to
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ensure that the patient was ready for surgery. Participants’ role was
to confirm information about the patient for the virtual surgeon.

Participants worked with two other teammates: a surgeon and an
anesthesiologist. The surgeon and the anesthesiologist were played
by either a virtual human or a real human, depending on condition.
The three conditions can be seen below, in Figure 1.

(a) Virtual Anesthesiologist and Virtual Surgeon

(b) Virtual Anesthesiologist and Human Surgeon

(c) Human Anesthesiologist and Virtual Surgeon

Figure 1: The surgeon and the anesthesiologist were played by two
different actors. Each actor’s virtual counterpart was modeled to re-
semble the actor’s appearance. Each actor also recorded the voice
of his virtual counterpart.

Virtual teammates were controlled via a Wizard-of-Oz (WOZ)
system; this allowed the virtual humans to be controlled by a real
human. A WOZ was employed so that the virtual humans’ realism
would not be hampered by low speech recognition accuracy or by
unanticipated behavior on the part of our participants. Participants
were unaware that the virtual humans were being controlled by a
human.

The team participants worked with was led by the surgeon. The
surgeon controlled the flow of the interaction, asking questions and
giving instructions to both the participant and the anesthesiologist.
The participants could interject with comments or questions if they
wanted to. The anesthesiologist also interrupted the surgeon at sev-
eral points with a question. The surgeon and anesthesiologist were
able to answer the vast majority of questions posed by participants
(>95%), due to the constrained nature of the interaction and the use
of a WOZ.
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3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Participants completed a social presence questionnaire after each
stage. They rated the social presence of each teammate individu-
ally. The aggregate social presence scores for each character, bro-
ken down by condition and stage, can be seen below in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Social presence results for each condition, grouped by
character and stage. The character and stage for each graph are
shown above the graph.

As expected, significant differences were seen in social presence
scores between the human surgeon and the virtual surgeon, and the
human anesthesiologist and the virtual anesthesiologist. This is un-
surprising, given the differences between real and virtual humans.

Real humans did not affect aggregate social presence scores.
No significant differences were observed in the virtual surgeon’s
social presence between conditions A and C (the two conditions
where the surgeon was virtual). No significant differences were ob-
served in the anesthesiologist’s social presence between conditions
A and B (the two conditions where the anesthesiologist was virtual).
These findings suggests that people experienced similar feelings of
social presence when working with mixed-agency teams, compared
to teams composed entirely of virtual humans.

Real humans increased feelings that virtual humans were
computerized images without affecting feelings that they were
“really there”. An analysis of participants’ responses to the in-
dividual social presence questions revealed that participants’ re-
sponses to two questions were influenced by working with a real
human. The social presence questions we asked are shown below;
the ellipses were replaced by either “surgeon” or “anesthesiologist”,
as appropriate.

1. I perceive that I am in the presence of ... in the room with me.

2. I feel that ... in the room is watching me and is aware of my
presence.

3. The thought that ... is not a real person crosses my mind often.

4. The ... appears to be sentient, conscious, and alive to me.

5. I perceive ... as being only computerized image, not as a real
person.

Significant differences (p <0.05) were observed between condi-
tions A and B for the anesthesiologist on questions 3 and 5. Trends
(p <0.10) were observed between conditions A and C for the sur-
geon on questions 3 and 5. No differences were seen for the other
social presence questions between conditions.

These results highlight that people can simultaneously experi-
ence virtual humans as both “really there” and as a computerized
image. Feelings that the virtual human was “really there” were not
influenced by whether or not participants worked with another real
human, but working with another real human did influence partici-
pants’ feelings that their virtual teammate was a computerized im-
age.

4 CONCLUSION

These findings suggest that virtual teammates are perceived simi-
larly whether or not multiple humans are present. Even though par-
ticipants did feel more strongly that their virtual teammates were
computerized when working with a real human, other important
aspects of social presence, including feelings that the virtual team-
mate was actually present, aware, and conscious, were not influ-
enced by working with a real human. These findings suggests that
existing research exploring how people perceive virtual humans
in virtual-agency interactions can be generalized to how they per-
ceived virtual humans in mixed-agency interactions.

Questions remain as to whether or not a certain level of realism is
required to maintain high feelings of social presence when working
with real humans. The virtual humans in this study generated fairly
high feelings of social presence when compared to many other stud-
ies. Future research should explore if our observations hold true for
virtual humans of various levels of realism.

One limitation of our study is the gender imbalance in our partic-
ipants. Our population (operating room nurses) is strongly skewed
towards women. Given that women are often more socially aware,
it is possible that men would respond to mixed-agency teams dif-
ferently. Future research should address this through the inclusion
of other populations.
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